HELP K-12 SCHOOLS ENJOY BIG SAVINGS ON OUR RADIOS*

TRADE-IN OFFERS

CP200D SERIES

Perfect for the everyday user that wants to stay connected, the CP200d Series radios provide a simple, reliable and cost-effective communications solution to help schools coordinate and collaborate to get the job done right. The CP200d has superior audio quality, outstanding coverage, long-lasting battery life and more.

END-USER TRADE-IN DISCOUNT:
$350 USD / $460 CAD
when customers buy 10 CP200d Series radios and trade in 10 qualifying units.

EVX-261 SERIES

Schools can migrate to digital easily and affordably with the EVX-261 Series radios. These radios operate in both analog and digital modes making them ideal for mixed fleets. With expanded interoperability, schools can choose from multiple signaling options, including MDC1200®, DTMF, and 2-tone or 5-tone capabilities, along with voice inversion encryption.

END-USER TRADE-IN DISCOUNT:
$200 USD / $260 CAD
when customers buy 10 EVX-261 Series radios and trade-in 10 qualifying units.
CP200d

The CP200d radio connects the workforce efficiently and has the flexibility to grow with schools. By combining the best of two-way radio functionality with the latest analog and digital technology, the CP200d is perfect for the everyday user who wants to stay connected. It is fully compatible with the MOTOTRBO family of radios and has exceptional audio quality, outstanding coverage, long-lasting battery life and more.

END USER REBATE*: $15 USD/ $20 CAD
*per qualifying radio

SL300

The SL300 is boldly designed to keep schools efficiently connected. Measuring under an inch thick, the SL300 is ultra-portable with a stubby antenna, curved edges and rugged frame. It features an Active View display with a matrix of LED lights behind the radio housing, along with “Range Max” technology, an advanced radio design and patented antenna for enhanced range.

END USER REBATE*: $12 USD/ $16 CAD
*per qualifying radio

EVX-261

Schools can make the move to digital easily and affordably with the EVX-261. The EVX-261 operates in both analog and digital modes, so it’s ideal for use with mixed fleets. Schools can choose from multiple signaling options, including MDC1200®, DTMF, and 2-tone or 5-tone capabilities, along with voice inversion encryption. And in digital mode, they’ll enjoy noise cancellation for crisp audio and clear conversations.

END USER REBATE*: $10 USD/ $13 CAD
*per qualifying radio

For More Info On The USA Promotion 1-800-984-1534
www.twowayradiogear.com

For More Info On the CA Promotion 1-800-681-8023
www.twowayradiogear.ca

Rebate and Promo Effective April 1, 2019 thru June 30, 2019